


EKA-
Sustainability and fair trading standards are at the heart of eka.
Working with Auroville India has allowed eka to concentrate on creating collections of beautifully hand crafted vegan 
hats, eco friendly scarves and shopper bags that are at the cutting edge of trends with an added gift to the buyer of 
sustainability and social conscience.
We here at eka don’t think that ethical credentials should mean that style, design or luxury are compromised- ‘GOOD’ 
fashion shouldn’t be boring, you should be able to indulge yourself buying handmade, gorgeous accessories that you love 
and the fact that it has been created ethically should be an added gift from us.



The Hayworth Beret
A staple part of the eka collection, the Hayworth has been only 
slightly adjusted since it’s introduction in 2007. The comming season 
sees an option to wear the beret with either a fold around the brim or 
flat leaving more material for the floppy beret back.
Handmade in Auroville using 100% vegan acrylic yarn or organic 
cotton.

The Hayworth is available in the following colours-
Black
Chocolate Brown
Bottle Green
Petrol Blue
Plum
Dark Grey

Organic Cotton-
Indigo
Black
Wine Red
Aubergine
Teal

R.R.P - £29.99



            The Cloche Hat

The Cloche is another firm favourite of the collection
featruring a rolled brim and 3 button detail on the side, it effort-
lessly exudes 1920’s style.
 Made using vegan acrylic yarn or organic cotton, available in 
the following colours-
Black
Chocolate Brown
Bottle Green
Petrol Blue
Plum
Dark Grey

Organic Cotton-
Indigo

Black     R.R.P- 29.99



   
       The Gatsby

The Gatsby is another 1920’s inspired design featuring a peak and 
button detail. Made using 100% vegan acrylic yarn.

The Gatsby is available in the following colours-
Black with White Band
Petrol Blue with  White Band
Bottle Green with White Band
Dark Grey with White Band

Plum with White Band

R.R.P- £29.99



The Deerstalker

The deerstalker is available in acrylic and features buttons for fastening the ear-
flaps if you choose to wear them up. There is a peak detail too.
Colours available-
Black

Chocolate Brown
Petrol Blue
Dark Grey

Bottle Green

R.R.P - £29.99



Watchcap
The gentlemans watchcap was
first introduced to the eka range
last year when it was a resounding
success.Featuring an anchor patch on the 
turn-up. This style can be worn folded up or 
as a long beanie with the patch on the 
inside.
Made using acrylic yarn or organic cotton.
.

Acrylic Colours-
Black
Wine Red
Petrol Blue
Bottle Green

Dark Grey

Organic Cotton-
Indigo
Black
Wine Red
Violet
Turquoise

Yellow

R.R.P  - £29.99



   
       The Nordic

The Nordic is possibly the warmest hat in the entire collection, it has 
earflaps and tassles as well as a detachable bobble with a plait which 
can be threaded through the top of your hat and attached.
Made using acrylic yarn.

Available in the following colours-
Black
Bright Topaz Blue

White

R.R.P- £29.99



Button Scarves
These button scarves are chunky, cosy and verstile, 
they can be worn buttoned up as a snood (scarf or 
hood) or unbuttoned as a regular scarf. They measure 
2m long and so wrap around the neck twice (if you 
choose) to ensure you keep warm this winter.

Colours available in acrylic yarn-
Black
Mustard Yellow
Plum
Dark Grey
Bottle Green
Wine Red
Chocolate Brown
Petrol Blue

Organic Cotton-
Indigo
Black

R.R.P - £59.99



Mittens

Made with a string for through your sleeves, 
these mittens will never get lost! Made using 100% acrylic yarn and organic 
cotton.

Acrylic available in the following colouts-
Black
Mustard Yellow
Plum
Dark Grey
Bottle Green
Wine Red
Chocolate Brown
Petrol Blue

Organic Cotton-
Indigo
Black
Wine Red
Aubergine
Teal
Yellow
Turquoise
Violet

R.R.P - £24.99



Bow Headbands

These cute Bow Headbands  are made with 
acrylic yarn.
The bow measures approximately 20cmx 8cm and 
the plastic hair band is also covered in the same 
coloured yarn.

Colours Available-
Black
Light Grey
Mustard Yellow

Teal

R.R.P - £12.99



Mini Top and Bowler Hats

You won’t go un noticed with one of the eka ‘mini hats’ on!
Hand made and finished off attaching to a hair band so that 
you can wear your Top or Bowler hat with effortless glamour 
and style.
These are not available on large scale orders, just boutique 
stores at special request, please write to enquire.

R.R.P - £32.99



Cushions
These hand made cushions are sold with lined feather pads. The cover has an opening for 
handwashing which is fastened with tiny shell buttons.

Colours Available-
Organic Cotton-
Black        Acrylic-
Wine Red       Light Plum
Turquoise       Grey
Yellow        Wine Red

Violet           R.R.P - £59.99



Tea Time Mug Cosies and Owl Teapot Cosy
Hand made homes have never been so popular, impress your guests with these goodies when 
they visit.

Mug Cosies with matching coasters- R.R.P - £12.99
Cotton-
Dark Grey
Lilac
Light Blue
Mint Green

Owl Cosy R.R.P - £29.99
Acrylic in one colour option only



Organic Cotton Shoppers

36x41cm organic unbleached cotton shopper.    R.R.P - £9.99

The eka tote bags are available in 3 designs.
The ‘eka Wink’ featuring red lips, the ‘eka Portrait’ designed for us 
by fashion illustratot Lottie Watson and the new arrival ‘Baby Wolf’ 
designed for us by Genevieve Ryan.



Organic Cotton
Laptop Cases
Made in two sizes for 13inch and 15inch laptops. 
These are created using our organic cotton in an ar-
ray of colours. Lined and finished off with two shell 
buttons.

Colours-
Turquoise
Violet
Wine Red
Yellow
Pink
Sky blue
Mint
Vanilla      RRP £39.99



Laptop Cases

These cozy cases are handmade with acrylic 
yarn,
lined with lycra and  finished off with button fas-
tenings.
There are 2 sizes to choose from 13Inch and 
15Inch.
Colours available-
Black
Chocolate Brown
Khaki Green
Olive Green
Turquoise

Bright Topaz Bleu
Bright Red
White                 RRP £39.99



iPod Cases
Made in 3 sizes and a multitude of colours, these little cases are great to protect 
anything from iPods to mobile phones to cameras.
The acrylic yarn makes each case stretch to fit suggly and there is a loop for extra
safetly fastening with a button made from shell.

3 sizes are-
Small (nano)- 5cmx10cm
Large (iPhone) -7cmx12cm
Wide (iPod Classic/Blackberry) - 8cmx11.5cm

Colours available-
Black
Chocolate Brown
White
Pink
Turquoise
Olive Green
Khaki Green
Bright Red
Electric Purple

Bright Topaz Blue

Organic Cotton-
Indigo 
Black
Wine Red
Violet
Turquoise

Yellow

R.R.P -£8.99 - £10.99


